
 

 

Employee Screening Advice 
Last updated 25 February 2021 

Victorian exposure sites  
You can view an up-to-date list of Victorian exposure locations here: https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/case-locations-

and-outbreaks 

If an employee visited any of the Tier 1 exposure sites during the times listed, they must: 

1. Get tested immediately. 
2. Isolate for 14 days. Do not attend work. 
3. Contact your manager. 
4. Contact the COVID-19 Employee Hotline on 959 45815 (7am to 7pm – 7 days a week). 
5. Contact the Victorian Department of Health on 1300 651 160.  

If an employee visited any of the Tier 2 exposure sites during the times listed, they must: 

1. Get tested immediately. 
2. Isolate until they receive a negative result. 
3. Contact your manager. 
4. If they return a negative result and are free of symptoms, they can return to work. 

If an employee visited any of the Tier 3 exposure sites during the times listed, they should monitor for symptoms – if 
symptoms develop, they should immediately get tested and isolate until they receive a negative result. 

Employees who have worked in or visited a quarantine hotel 
If they have worked at or visited any quarantine hotel in the past 14 days, they must: 

1. Not return to work at Monash Health until 14 days have passed since their last shift at any quarantine hotel 
and they are free of symptoms.  

2. Contact their manager. 
3. Contact the COVID-19 Employee Hotline on 959 45815 (7am to 7pm – 7 days a week). 

Until further notice, employees and students may not work at Monash Health within 14 days of working a shift in 

a quarantine hotel.  

Employees returning from New Zealand 
If they arrived from anywhere in New Zealand on 14 February, or 
If they arrived from Auckland on 23 or 24 February, they must 

1. Isolate until they receive a negative result. Do not attend work. 
2. Contact their manager. 
3. Contact the COVID-19 Employee Hotline on 959 45815 (7am to 7pm – 7 days a week) 

4. Monitor for symptoms in the following two weeks post-exposure and repeat testing (and isolate until the 

result is known) if symptoms develop. 

 

They can return to work when they receive a negative result if they have no symptoms.  
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